


The Need For Spiritual Development

Introduction

I. 	Last week we considered that even in the face of terrible behaviors on the part of others, we must leave the vengeance to God.
II. 	In the Daily News Journal last Sunday a front-page headline was, “Passing law won’t stop shootings—Finding cause needed:  senator.”
III. 	Last week we briefly studied God’s teaching in Num. 35:29-34.
A. 	Murderers must be executed.
B. 	Today God leaves this work to the rulers of the nations.  Rom. 13:1-5.
IV. 	Yesterday I saw on Memorial Blvd. a very young boy and girl, both of whom were holding their cigarettes up as if they were so very cool.
A. 	The boy, who was driving, was speeding.
B. 	On the back bumper was the sticker:  “QUESTION REALITY.”
C. 	These two have already questioned reality with respect to speeding and smoking.
V. 	The school shootings and other evidences make it clear that spiritual teaching and development needs to be achieved in order to stop senseless school shootings and other acts of violence.  

Body

I. 	One of the problems that has led to destructive behaviors is the breakup of the family.
A. 	God planned families to be headed by a man with his wife being his help meet.  Gen. 1:26-28; 2:7, 15-24.
1. 	Children were to be taught to honor their parents.  Ex. 20:12; Lev. 19:1-3; 
2. 	A rebellious son was to be executed.  Ex. 21:17; Lev. 20:9; Deut. 21:18-21.
3. 	Those who curse parents will be punished.  Prov. 20:20; 30:11, 17.
B. 	The New Testament reinforces the importance of parents’ teaching their children and of the importance of children’s obeying their parents.              Matt. 15: 1-6; Eph. 6:1-4;Col. 3:18-21.
C. 	Today with the proliferation of people’s living together without marriage,  of divorce for any cause and of the increasing unwed motherhood, it is clear that children are not receiving the teaching and care which is appropriate.

II.  All citizens must learn the importance of spiritual development.
A. 	Regrettably, many in this country have grown up without spiritual training or a philosophy of life which honors and respects others.
1. 	As a child, all of my teachers were moral professing moral beliefs and lives.
2. 	Today many teachers openly profess to be atheists, homosexuals or of living with another without marriage.
3. 	The practice of Satanism is prevalent among many in our society.
B. 	God has taught the importance of spiritual growth.
1. 	We begin as babes in Christ.  I Pet. 2:1-5
2. 	With time we should be teaching others.  Heb. 5:12-14.
3. 	We should all grow in the grace and knowledge of Christ.  II Pet. 3:18.
4. 	You, as a member of this local church, have a responsibility to help strengthen and build up others.  Eph. 4:11-16.
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Conclusion

I. 	There are multiple problems with the society of the United States.
II. 	Violence in schools is one of these problems.
III. 	Added to this are the moral issues of promiscuous behaviors, prevalent divorce and unwed mothers with multitudes of children never having been taught proper values.
IV. 	Begin now to do what you can to strengthen your family and to encourage others to faithfulness.
V. 	Be found doing more than just attending the meetings.  
VI. 	If you are not a Christian, you are encouraged to obey the Lord today!  Mk. 16:16; Acts 2:38; Rev. 2:10.
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